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THE COLLECTOR END RET GRITIG. 

The complication of holidays is the cause of the couple of 
days' delay after the regular date that this present number of 
THE COLLECTOR AND ART CRITIC is issued. Such interference 
between the completion of copy and the possibility of printing 
and posting the paper does, however, not always occur.. Not 

withstanding all this the journal may come after the exertions 
of holiday banquets and good cheer as a sort of reviver and 
mental stimulant. Too many good things at once. have a 
tendency to cloy the appetite.. 

' Kindly notice blank on page 94. Friends of this paper might 
with the beginning of the new year suggest again: names of 
those whom they consider would be interested in this art jour 
nal. The growth of the subscription list may especially be 
traced to the kindly efforts in the past of present subscribers by 
the sending of such names. 

A beautiful photogravure supplement, illustrating perhaps 
the finest example ever painted by Sir Thomas Lawrence, will 
be added to the next' number, but will reach only the regular 
subscribers. 

* * * 

The refusal of the Metropolitan Museum authorities to con 
tribute to the American section of the Paris exhibition was 
perfectly correct. They have, unfortunately, no works by 

American artists of such transcendent value as to supersede 
those that can be'procured from private sources, and for that 
reason the Museum cannot afford to spare those it has. If the 
trustees in their wisdom, had accepted some of the works .that 
have from time to time been offered, the case might be dif 
ferent, but, as it is, they should cling to what they have. At 
least three works of surpassing merit should hang in the Mu 
seum to-day, by Theodore Robinson, R. M. Shurtleff, and 

Homer Martin, and take the place of some Kensetts and that 
ilk. But until the authorities condescend to accept master 
pieces, they would be recalcitrant to their duty if they allowed 
some of the few good American pictures which by chance have 
been hung on the walls of our Central Park temple to migrate 
to foreign shores. We cannot spare them. 

When exhibitions in New York City occur on the days that 
an issue of-this paper is going through the press, the review of 
these exhibitions must necessarily be deferred to the next num 
ber, which in the case of exhibitions lasting a few days makes 
such a review rather reminiscent. As this journal, however, 
aims to be a critical chronicle and not an ephemeral announce 

ment, such reminiscent notices may yet be accepted to belong to 
the literature of such past events. 

There were two exhibitions occurring about the I5th of 
December, which now must be spoken of, viz.: the Lotos Club 
exhibition of landscapes by American artists and the remark 
ably fine display of twelve foreign paintings belonging to 
Senator W. A. 

Clark, which was seen at the Union League 
Club. 

Mr. W. T. Evans, the chairman of the Art Committee had 
selected the Lotos Club pictures, which were of great interest, 

although not fairly representative of the best that is done by 
the artists represented, nor of all our best men. 

Prominent in the array were two Homer Martins, of which 
"The Sun Worshippers" presents a fine stretch of land and sky 
in glowing light, his "Autumn on the Susquehanna" being 

more picturesque. Of equal importance were the two Bogerts: 
"Cloudy Day, Haarlem, Holland" and "View Near Amster 
dam." The progress of this young painter is remarkable. 
Thus early he seems to have arrived at full strength, for there 
is a richness of tone, solidity of color, depth of atmosphere and 
ingenuity to select the most striking viewpoint for .a literal 
transcript of his city views, which makes his work foremost in 
the productions of our school. 

Two Wyants were shown of good quality; the landscapes by 
Kost were not of the- artist's best. A little picture, which seems 
to have been generally overlooked was a farm scene by Charles 

H. Miller. There was breadth and vigor in this composition 
with a decidedly rich tone. The Inness pictures were not quite 
satisfactory as to the master's attainments, although of interest 
because they have not often been seen; ''The Moon at Night" 
being-decidedly the most attractive. Of the two Minors "The 

Midsummer Night" is a.picture that will be good todlive with, 
as the mysteries of the night hour in Sweeping haze and floating 
cloud streams will reveal new beauties at every beholding. It 
was a pleasure to see Lawrence C. Earle in a winterscape, as 
he showed more freedom and depth than are possible in his 
figure pieces. 

The work of the other artists represented does not call for 
especial comment except. the two works from the brush of H. 

W. Ranger, of which one was a Barbizon picture, seen before, 
while the new canvas was a nice "Thaulow" picture, showing 
how versatile Ranger is' in adapting himself to the work of 
different men. 

The twelve Clark pictures at the Union League were shown 
publicly for the first time except the two Corots and the For 
tunys. These, being a criterion of the collection possessed by 
the Montana Senator, indicate a wide catholicity of taste, 

which looks for masterpieces. How well such chefs-d'oeuvre 
hang together was evidenced when the line showed Rubens, 
Fortuny, Corot, Constable, and Breton in close proximity. 
Naturally, a different appeal is made by each canvas, and cnly 
a broad-minded art lover will hearken to the voice that speaks 
in varied accents from each picture. The excellences of each 
and their weak points become accentuated to a critical eye, 
when this dwells first on the somewhat cold tone of Corot's 
"Bacchante," then wanders to the rich, voluptuous' color of 

Rubens' "Apollo and Midas" and finally rests on the finished 
pencil-strokes of Fortuny's dainty "Choosing the Model." 

"The Men of '30" are shown at their best in the Rousseau 
"After the Rain," where the moisture of atmosphere and 
sogged ground saturates the rugged trees, the massive clouds 
and even the light of the sun fitfully breaking through. The 
"Wood Interior" by Diaz is one of his most successful and bril 
liant creations. The Dupr6 presents a sky such as 'has rarely 
been put on canvas by any man. The Jules Breton is an early 
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example of this painter, who is sadly depressing in his later 
work, but whose early tendencies were of the healthiest. Then 
there was- correct drawing and sincerity of intention-and it is 
shown in this canvas. 

The three Constables are not of even merit, the "Lock on 
the Thames" being by far the most characteristic and important 
example. 

The selection reflects credit on the judgment of Mr. T. B. 
Clarke, the chairman of the Art Committee, who has now 
served in this capacity for twelve years, which accounts for the 
significant importance of the' Union League Club exhibitions. 

* * * 
Mr. A. M. Byers has added the fourth to his three gems, which were exhibited a few weeks ago at the Knoedler Gallery, 

by purchasing the Corot, "Danse des Nymphes," which was il 
lustrated in the number of December Ist. He has allowed the 
-reproduction, which is found on the front page of Turner's 
"The Wreckers," which was described in that number. 

The full-page illustration in this number shows the magnifi 
cent Daubigny "Farm by the Sea" of the H. S. Henry collec 

'tion to better advantage than was possible in the small plate 
appearing in the last number. 

The demand for this number has been so great, that no more 
single copies thereof can be sold, and a copy can only be sent to 
new subscribers. 

The two small half-tones appearing in this issue represent the 
work of American artists, and are indicative of the general 
character of their work. The originals are both found in the 
F. S. Gibbs collection. 

Far too little attention was paid at one time to the framing 
of pictures. To say: a good painting is a work of art with or 
without a frame, is only a half truth. The artistic value of a 
masterpiece canot be enhanced by the addition of an appropriate 
setting, but the canvas can thereby be made more attractive, 

while a poor frame certainly injures the quality of the work to 
the eye. The artistic value of a nude or a draped woman may 
be equalcand beauty of line may be impressed with the same in 
tensity, but the same woman in a dowdy, disheveled dress must 
lose many of her charms. In that light a good painting is bet 
ter without any frame at all than with a battered moulding, with 
gold patches. 

This must be especially borne in mind with foreign paintings, 
as the rigid lines or confusing finnicky circlets of the mouldings 
in vogue at the other side disturb the impression of excellence 

which the painting should convey. The matter came anew to 
mind at the show of the W. A. Clark pictures at the Union 
League, where the Fortuny "Choosing the Model" has ap 
parently the same frame, which it had when bought by Mr. 
Stewart. Opinions may differ as to the artistic status of this 
painting-the price which was paid for it the last time should 
have nothing to do with this-nevertheless it cannot be denied 
that in its class it is a perfect creation of daintiness and beauty. 
It should then be put in a dainty setting, a broad gold pattern 

with graceful lines-now it is framed suitably for a doleful, 
architectural church interior. 

The present ingenuity shown in locally designed frames 
makes one wonder why important canvases that represent a 
large outlay of money are not treated like the painting by Sir 
Frederick Leighton in the Metropolitan Museum, acquired a 
few years ago, which is framed in a manner aptly supporting 
the exquisite lines of this beautiful figure piece. One of the 
definitions of architecture is: the designing or production of 
any structural form, and Ruskin says: "all good architecture is 
the expression of national life and character." In this manner 
I would say that a frame should be architecturally appropriate 
to its painting, it should express its meaning. 

Watercolors have fared better than oil paintings-because 
the foreign ones are generally imported in portfolios, and all 
are framed here, and the best frame-makers have designed 
settings to the creations of the lighter medium which are 

signally successful. The time of the dead, white mat is past. One of the most important private watercolor collections in this county is owned by a gentleman in Milwaukee, who still 
adheres to this white mat, but of late years the gilt mat has 
come to be recognized as almost indispensable-exceptof course in the case of some dainty, delicate color fabric when a light 
tinted or pure white mat is more suitable. 

* * * 

The highest possibilities of public art education stretch be 
yond the city's limits. The highest are widest. Not in the 
sense that what has farthest surface expanse must necessarily be shallow. The same depth and thoroughness applied to far 
reaching territory is the highest possibility of art education. 
Too much is thought of the development of culture among the 
city masses to the 'neglect of those living in smaller com 

munities. The 'metropolis has museums, exhibitions, lectures 
on art provided by the Board of Education, the public object lessons of what art can do which wealth furnishes, but the 
recruits to a city population, which form its most solid integral 
parts, its bone and marrow, viz.: the influx from small com 

munities and farming districts, are without this elevating 
provision. 

There should be a means whereby the fundamentals of 'art 
be taught to those outside the large cities. These need the 
same advantages for their own betterment of life and the sow 
ing of that seed which results in the better equipment of the 

artisan and craftsman. 
This can only be done by the State. Private enterprise can 

hardly be considered sufficiently far-reaching. The State 
should make-a portable collection of works of art, pictures, and 
such products of the crafts as will demonstrate the possibility 
of artistic designs and decoration. This collection should be 
sent to county fairs, educational assemblies, and during the 

winter months to the smaller cities. Leaflets should be dis 
tributed on such occasions to point out the elementary prin 
ciples as demonstrated by the objects exhibited. 

Furthermore, there should be a State lecture bureau, which 
would provide for towns and hamlets the public instruction now 
afforded by the winter courses of the Board of Education of 

New York City. 
The aim of all this is a decidedly practical one. Whatever 

sentimentalism there may be connected with the desire to offer 
mental improvement may be set aside for the tangible results 
which are bound to follow: the awakening of artistic tendencies 
which will manifest themselves in manufactures. The world's 
markets in their grasp for utilitarian products most eagerly 

look for such as combine with usefulness, beauty of design, 
and artistic workmanship. New York State should take the 
lead in such an undertaking. 

The conference recently closed at Baltimore under the au 
spices of the Municipal Art Society called together many lead 
ing architects and artists for the public discussion of a timely 
topic: "How to Beautify Cities." Renewed attention was 
called to this subject by the discussion held at the dinner of the 
National Sculpture Society on "Enrichment: of the Open 
Spaces of New York." 

American cities as a rule are not beautiful. A growing 
boy from ten to twenty is not always well dressed, because his 
clothes do not always fit him. He outgrows them. American 
cities have been growing too fast. Doleful rows of dwellings, 
all built on the same plan for a speedy housing of a rapidly in 
creasing population, solid structures of rigid appearance with 
the single aim to be practical and economize space, are not 

grateful to the eye. They present the work-a-day appearance 
of the mercantile beehives which we invest. To beautify such 
cities it is necessary to reconstruct. Fot a Baron Haussman, 
who made Paris the most beautiful city in the world, by tearing 
down and then rebuilding with taste and knowledge! 

It must not be forgotten, however, that steps are taken to 
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accomplish like results. The Italian garden in the Ninth ward, 
which replaced the old cemetery, is a beauty spot in one of 
the most crowded quarters; Van Corlaer's Hook Park has been 
laid out with signal skill; the recently built dwelling and tene 

ment-houses and office buildings show the greater application 
of architectural motives-all serving to beautify the city. 

Some of the suggestions made at the Sculpture Society din 
ner were more or less fantastic, nor can they have been taken 
very seriously by the proposers themselves. Yet there could 
much be done in a practical manner for the adornment of our 
many small parks and breathing spots. Why not have a com 
petition of landscape artists or architects for the beautifying of 
such places as the open space at West Broadway and Duane 
street, Abingdon park at Hudson and Eighth avenue, and a 
number of others. When a practical plan is proposed that com 

mends itself to the public, it is generally found that funds are 
forthcoming. 

Another instance of the progress for the beautifying of the 
city is found in the magnificent Temple of Justice now almost 
completed at Madison Square. This classic building has been 
erected under the direction of Architect James Brown Lord, 
and marks a milestone for municipal structures. The rich 
sculpturing for the facades and entrance hall, the superb mural 
decorations and general fittings for the interior have produced 
a 'remarkably beautiful edifice. Thus we are emerging from 
the taunt of sacrificing all to Mammon-for ugly utility on the 
one or vulgar display on the other hand. 

One of the sad reflections on the recent art record of the year 
just closed is the manner in which libelous screeching and dis 
trust-breeding hints have somewhat unsettled the confidence of 
collectors in their possessions or in the works of art that have 
been offered for sale. It has been averred that if an expert 

were let loose in the galleries of the principal collectors in this 
country he would have to condemn most of the paintings hung 
on the walls, and as for the paintings in the large museums 
why they are all fakes and frauds.. 

A bull in a china shop. 
All poppycock and tommyrot. Who is the expert who would 

cut all these wonderfully destructive capers? When Dr. Bode 
of Berlin, one of the greatest experts in the world, was here a 
few years ago, he expressed himself as greatly pleased with 
the treasures he found in public and private galleries; nor did 
he ever in the least intimate that any such widespread falsifica 
tion of works of art could be found in any place he had visited 
and he had carefully examined the Metropolitan Museum. 

The public need pay very little attention to some ignorant 
gossipmonger whose stock in trade is the decrying of "white 
ruffs" and old paintings. It will be remembered how last spring 
a stir was. made when at the sale of the Sefior Mendonca 
collection, a Murillo which had been bought in good faith was 
returned and the price demanded because some expert had pro 
nounced the work a copy. The delayed foreign mail service 
prevents me publishing certain documents which I expect to 
receive before the next number, but private advices received 
enable me to state that this picture was sent to Europe, has 
been submitted to the foremost experts there and has been 
pronounced and attested an indubitably genuine example by Murillo. Now where is the puny, imported expert of shady 
antecedents who pronounced this painting to be a fake? 

Let me say something about the workings of these gentlemen 
gifted with universal knowledge. When after sufficient wire 
pulling such an expert secures at last a commission from some 
one to expert the collection of a gentleman who believes in his 
pictures, he gives a fulsome eulogy of everything he sees 
and his patron becomes his friend and endorser for life. If in another case he finds someone who is displeased with a paint 
ing and likes to get rid of it, the modern Morelli will un 
doubtedly condemn it. And so setting his sails to the wind he 
gathers a clientele and acquires a reputation; until he comes 

i,: : ;i:::: , ; ..... <:?'- - 

MARINE-SCENE ON NEW YORK BAY. 

(22 I6.) 

somewhere where one of the best examples of George Inness is 
shown to him, and he exclaims: "What, that an Inness!-he 
never saw it; but who is Inness anyway ?-never heard of him." 
This a fact. It happened not a mile from Madison Square. 

Collectors may be at ease. When they buy their paintings 
through channels which furnish the provenance of the picture, 
they may feel safe. If they find with knowledge here and there 
occasionally an old canvas, which their knowledge enables them 
to discover to be a masterpiece, they may claim the possession 
of a good picture, with or without provenance, and submitting 
it to some specialist if need be they may feel gratified in having 
their judgment endorsed. 

But beware of the advertised expert who knows it all. 

As the ramblings of theosophy are an excuse for a Iot of 
loose thinking, so the ofttime vagaries of impressionism have 
been taken hold of to hide a good deal of loose, that is, imper 
fect, knowledge of the technical requirements of art. 

Chords in yellow, not symphonies, if you please, for a sym 
phony requires "a harmonious or agreeable mingling"-the 
pictures which Philip L. Hale showed at Durand-RueI's are 
neither harmonious or agreeable. It is following after im 
pressionism which exposes the weaknesses of this light-school, 
without the redeeming excellences which Monet, for instance, 
exhibits in such masterly manner. Hardly anyone of the num 
bers exhibited is entirely satisfactory. The pastels may be 
considered the best. "The other room" (No. I6), is on the 
same plane as the front room; the yellow girls rambling, or 
lolling, or disappearing in nebulous phantasy are outr; all the 

work is experimental on the surface of it. Mr. Hale with his 
musical knowledge should certainly strive for harmony in his 
compositions. 

Realism is the greatest of all art-when power demonstrates 
itself untrammeled by esthetic limitations. This was the genius 
of Michael Angelo, who never shrunk from any common truth 
requisite to the end in view. He never conceals clumsy 
streng of thful figure, marks of age, or softens violence 
of action, if they enter at all into his motives. He could place 
a colossal woman nearly naked astride of a revolving wheel, as 
in his "Fortune," with combined dignity, elegance of figure 
and beauty of symbolism. The secret? He reserved power 
of idealism more for character than form. 
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The press view of the seventy-fifth annual exhibition of the 
National Academy of Design, falling on the day that the forms 
close for this number it is impossible to give a review at this 
time. This will appear in the next number. A hasty glance 
allows only to express satisfaction with the display, partly ow 

ing t6 the superiority of the present exhibition galleries over 
the former. Many of the academicians do not exhibit. Their 
places are not missed. The show is smaller in numbers, 
for which the change of date is accountable, as many men were 
too late. The jury has been strict, perhaps too strict, for I have 
seen a few pictures in studios that were sent to the jury but are 
not hung, which were superior to much that is in evidence. 
The prizes have been awarded with great fairness. 

And more in our next. 

Thomas Moran, one of the oldest members of the National Academy, 
is the most brilliant colorist among the Academicians. If "Art is Nature 
seen through a temperament," his must be one of chromatic wealth. 

To those not possessed of a retina that seeks for the rainbow glow in 
every created object, Moran's painting is extravagant. Naturally, his 
imagination revels in subjects of dreamland, fairyland, or mythology. 

On his easel I saw a composition showing the island of Calypso, with 
the syrens ready for the enticement of Ulysses. The King of Ithaca's 
bark had not yet been introduced, although the artist showed where it 
will appear, the bold navigator bound to the mast. It will be silhouetted 
against the livid golden sky, while the fantastic color scheme of rocks 
and-trees and tumbling waters run riot with the palette-yet Turner was 
extravagant in his colors, so were the Florentines, and Moran has long 
chosen these as his masters. 

Among a few paintings of like coloris representing scenes from the 
Arabian Nights, stands, however, a canvas giving a view of Montauk 
Point, Long Island, which is vigorous and subdued. Not having as 
wide a scale as in his usual painting, and keyed naturally-at least what 
most of us would call natural-it is perhaps more gratifying to the eye 
of those unused to pigment pyrotechnics. 

It was to be expected that this painter should turn to Venice for many 
of his subjects, but on the other hand we must concede that where melo 
dramatic Nature abounds, as it does in some of our Western States, such 
a brush as Moran's is only qualified to limn it. Hence we must fully 
approve of the gorgeous glories of the Grand Cation of the Colorado, of 
the Teton Range between Idaho and Wyoming, of Yellowstone Park 
scenery, as here shown on canvas. The artist's fame will securely rest 
on these reminiscences of his membership of the Professor Hayden ex 
ploring expedition in I87I, and the Major J. W. Powell's expedition in 
1873. His great works, "The Grand Cation of the Yellowstone" and 
"The Cation of the Colorado" were both purchased by the United States 

Government for $Io,ooo each. His painting of mountain scenery re 
minds one strongly of Calame, although it bears the unmistakable stamp 
of originality, and the wild grandeur and beauty of our Western pano 
ramas are placed on canvas by Moran's skilled hands with noble sim 
plicity and even severity of treatment. 

Among the younger knights of the brush who has valiantly won his 
spurs is Leonard Ochtman, by birth a Hollander, but who came with 
his parents to this country when but ten years of age and settled in 
Albany, N. Y. There he sought his first artistic expressions in the art 
of wood-engraving, but feeling his way onward, he soon mastered the 
technique of the pictorial pigments. To-day he is a characteristic 

American painter, well qualified to represent our national school next 
year at Paris, whither an important canvas of his has been sent by the 
Jury. The beauty of Nature, her delicate shades, her loveliness, in 
preference to rugged scenery and noisy display has attracted him most. 

Whether we then stand before an apple orchard, where the light blos 
soms are shaken down from the overladen trees bv the fresh spring 
breeze, or before an autumn forest with its many-hued leaf-boughs, or 
before a golden wheatfield with the clear waters of Long Island Sound 
at the far-distant horizon, or a moonlight effect in some sequestered 
nook-there is always the attractiveness of the refreshing memory of 
days spent in the country. 

The artist does not harp on one note, he does not paint in one key. 
The endless variety and the infinite resources of Nature's coloring is his 
inspiration. All faces of Nature, as she shows herself around his coun 
try home in Miamus, Conn., have been put on canvas, and the first 

Exhibition of the American Landscape Painters, held last year, was 
graced by some of his summer and winter landscapes, to the delight 
of many. The work done the past summer is by no means inferior, 
but marks steady progress. 

. * * . . 

It is now definitely decided that the W. T. Evans' collection of works 
by American painters shall be sold at Chickering Hall on the evenings 

of January 3i and February I and 2, after having been exhibited for 
some time previous at the American Art Galleries. 

This collection is at present the most important and representative 
one of our national art, and it may be expected that those desirous of 
possessing the best that has been produced will avail themselves of 
this opportunity, for no other collection of American art of like im 
portance, will be dispersed for some years to come. Not only are con 
temporaneous painters represented, but there is also found the work of 
the earlier men like William Hunt, George Fuller, DeHaas, Quartley, 

McEntee, Sanford R. Gifford, and others. 
Represented by most examples is Frederick S. Church, of whom there 

are twenty-one, both in oil and water-colors. There are fifteen In 
nesses: Seven.works come from the brush of Robert C. Minor, six 
from J. Francis Murphy. In all there will be two hundred and 
seventy numbers in the catalogue and about seventy artists represented. 

At the studio of A. Muller-Ury, there is seen a good portrait of 
President McKinley. The artist has limned his sitter in a characteristic 
attitude of our working president, while seated at his desk laden with 
documents. The striking features and piercing eyes are given with 
great fidelity. The portrait will be sent to Paris to hang in the United 
States Government Building at the Exposition. 

"A Day's Hunt," a picture by Ben Austrian, which was seen at 
Sherry's showing some game hanging on an old window-shutter, is 
another example of perverted art taste on a par with the barrels of 
money, painted postage stamps, or a dime glued to the underside of the 
glass of a show-case. All intended to deceive. It is clever, for a 
decoration it may be effective, but it is not high art. 

It is now stated that the frost which fell on the sales at the Phil 
delphia Art Club exhibition (only four numbers sold to outsiders) was 
because Snow had charge of the sales. Now this must not be considered 
a poor pun, nor a good one either-only a statement of fact. Phila 
delphia is generally considered a good market for exhibitors, but in this 
case I am told there was a decided lack of business tact, causing the 
disappointment of many. 

The brisk Christmas trade in the shopping district has been the means 
to enlighten those who denied the unsuitableness of location of the 
present Navy arch as a permanent feature. The congestion of traffic 
has been more marked than ever at that Twenty-third street corner and 
extended up Broadway for several blocks. I would again revert to the 
site which I suggested some time ago, viz., in Central Park, at the be 
ginning of the Mall and extending towards the Fifty-ninth street en 
trance and Plaza. Several competent authorities have endorsed this 
site, which topographically might be considered an. ideal one. The 

Ward group would be visible for miles in any direction, even from the 
south, and the slight alteration of the roadway would offer a splendid 
approach to the colonnade, which on no account should be lost. 

At the last Academy meeting the election of new members resulted 
in the introduction into the chosen circle of Herbert Adams and Doug 
las Volk, who were chosen Academicians, and George H. Bogert, Louis 
Paul Dessar and Robert W. Vonnoh as associates. Nothing but praise 
can be accorded to the Academy for the liberal spirit shown in this 
election. There are good times coming for the Academy. Hidebound 
cliques are being relegated to the rear, and broad-mindedness rules. 
Every one of the named artists have for some time belonged to the 
Society of American Artists, a membership which in the past disqualified 
the man for entrance among the elect. 

I feel especially gratified at the election of Messrs. Bogert and Dessar, 
to whose excellent work I have in the past year called frequent 
attention. 

His late confreres at the Julian Academy will learn with regret of 
the death of, Ernest de Saisset, at his home in San Jose, Cal., on the 4th 
of December. This painter, taken off in his prime, was a promising 
artist, whose work gave evidence of study and progress. Although 
a student of Lefebvre, Benjamin Constant and Bouguereau, he painted 
in a much freer manner than his masters, while his portrait work 

merited highest praise. The Journal des Arts, commenting on his por 
trait of Baron Henry de Rothschild, said: "The likeness is remarkable, 
but were the likeness less perfect it would nevertheless be a picture, 
for the flesh is living flesh, having that peculiar fatty glow without 

which a picture cannot have life. Rare indeed are the modern artists 
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who get those qualities which are the despair of so many of our best 
painters." Four years ago, on his return from Paris, he passed some 
time in this city, when many of his studies and figure pieces attracted 

merited attention. 
* * * 

The death is announced at London on the I7th of December of Ber 
nard Quaritch, the famous bibliophile, whose reputation as a vendor 
of rare books was worldwide. The unostentatious shown at 15 Picca 
dilly was perhaps the greatest treasure-house of scarce volumes, first 
editions, Elzevirs, costly bindings, illuminated manuscripts and what 
ever appeals to the bookworm. 

At a meeting of the Society of American Artists the following mem 
bers were elected to serve on the jury of selection of pictures for the 
exhibition of the current year: Messrs. Herbert Adams, Otto Bacher, 
George R. Barse, E. H. Blashfield, Howard R. Butler, William M. 
Chase, Alfred Q. Collins, Walter Clark, Kenyon Cox, Bruce Crane, 
Charles C. Curran, Ben Foster, Daniel C. French, Albert Herter, Will 
iam H. Hyde, Samuel Isham, Francis C. Jones, H. Bolton Jones, Fred 
erick W. Kost, John La Farge, H. Siddons Mowbray, Leonard Ocht 

man, William T. Smedley, Abbott H. Thayer, William Thorne, Douglas 
Volk, and Henry O. Walker. Irving R. Wiles, William A. Coffin, and 
Louis Paul Dessar were elected the hanging committee. 

"Come and smoke a pipe and sing a song." These few words of joy 
ous invitation, appearing on an artistic card, were all that was needed to 
catch the eye of the lucky artisan into whose hands it fell, and give him 
to understand that if he failed to be present at the cozy quarters of the 

Kit-Kat Club on the evening of December 9th, he would be most de 
cidedly out of it. For fun there was, and lots of it. The club quarters 
had been decorated especially for the event, and the dark wood panelling 
and oak beams gave a good idea of what might have been the appear 
ance of the famous inn of Christopher Kat, the proprietor of the old 
London tavern and meeting-place of London's Bohemia, after whom the 
club takes its name. 

An exhibition of summer work of the members decked the walls with 
many excellent sketches, in black and white, and in colors. 

The singing of national songs, accompanied by the instruments of the 
musically inclined members enlivened the occasion. 

An interesting collection of small bronzes is on view at the National Art Club, which contains, besides American work, some choice speci 
mens of modern French, German and Italian casting, together with a 
few examples of ancient workmanship. 

Among the American products to be noted are the samples of ex 
quisite modelling by MacMonnies, Mrs. Clio Hinton Huneker, Albert 

Weinert, Charles Lopez, Herbert Adams, and Paul W. Bartlett. 

Mr. J. Lattimer Hoffman, Jr., of Baltimore, is the possessor of two 
Washington portraits of great interest to lovers of Americana. One 
must be considered the earliest portrait in existence, being made when 
Washington was about 16 years of age. It is in pastel, and presents 
unmistakable signs of likeness about the eyes and forehead, although the mouth is small. The portrait was given by Washington to Captain Venamon of Marcus Hook, Pa., who died there is 1835. By inheritance 
it came into the possession of Miss Margaretta H. Baker, and from her passed to the present owner. . It has been exhibited some years since at Mount Vernon, where it attracted great attention. It has been 
remarkably well preserved, and in its old frame is a most interesting relic. 

The other portrait is a fine likeness by Sharpless, made in I796, com ing through the Custis family, George and Eleanor Custis being Mrs. 
Washington's grandchildren. It is a profile bust and admirably true to life. 

Apropos. of portraits of Washington, the following might be enumer ated: Copies after C. W. Peale, by Angus, Buttre, Chevillet, De Mare, Forrest, Le Beau, Le Mire, Steele and Vinkeles; after Rembrandt Peale, by Edwin and Walter; after Turnbull, by Blanchard, Dagget, Durand, Gimber, Illman, Le Roy, Rogers and Warner; after Stuart, by Bather, Baumann, Chapman, Edwards, Ensom, Fenner, Sears & Co., Felings, Galland, Gobrecht, Humphreys, Kelly, Lawson, Longacre, Blaisot, Mut ter, Ormsby, Ritchie, Welch, Woodruff, A. Robin Carter, Fairman, Tiebout and Maurin; by Grainger, after Robertson, I794; Mel. Peken ino, Philadelphia, I822; T. Holloway, I792; Hall, after Pyne, painted and engraved by E. Savage, and after Savage by I. Sartain and Hamlin; B. B. E. and Prevost, after Du Similiere; Rouette, after F. Donneville, and one by T. Clark, Boston, i8o0. Nor are these all. Some of the 
Washington portraits in books which are known are: W. Sharp, Lon don, I783; G. G. Smith, after N. Fullerton, Boston, i851; Roeer, after Mme. de Brehan, Paris, I80I; W. Harrison, Jr., Trenton, I80o; Rollin son, after Savage, New York, 1796; Scoles, New York, I796; Tanner, 

after Savage, Baltimore, 8oo00 Le Roy, Brussels, I78i; W. Grainger, 
London, I795; Dupreel, after Stuart, Paris, i807; L. Edwin Lancaster, 
i802; J. Heath, after Stuart, London,' I807; D. C. Johnston, Boston, 
1826; Leney, New York, i807; Nesmith, New Haven, i828; A. Reed, 
Springfield, I812; J. R. Smith, Worcester, I813; T. Topham, after Stu art, r820; Lawson, after Barralet, Philadelphia, i8oo. 

That New England Exhibition, most popular among artist contrib 
utors because of its excellent business management, is the one provided 
by Mr. James D. Gill for the citizens of Springfield and the Connecticut 
Valley. During the month of February he will hold his twenty-third 
annual exhibition of paintings in oil. 

For the benefit of artists it may be well to state that Mr. Gill will 
be in New York on January 8th and 9th for selections for illustrations of the catalogue and for the remainder of the paintings to be exhibited from the I5th to the I7th, while on the I8th the New York pictures will 
be collected. Out-of-town artists should communicate with Mr. Gill at 
Springfield, Mass. 

* * * 
A question which has occasionally been touched upon in these col-. 

umns, whether critics should be artists, or artists critics, has been taken 
up by the Brooklyn Standard-Union, which interviewed several artists 
on the subject as to whether they thought the critic should have had 
practical training in art. It was interesting to note that the landscape 
artists incline to the belief that they can be comprehended by critics who have not studied art practically, and the figure painters to the other view. 

That artists do not make the best critics must be apparent to those 
who have followed the history of art criticism. The best art writers have been those who, with elementary knowledge of the handling of brush and pencil, devoted themselves exclusively to the literary side of the question. And it is an additional argument in the contention often 
made that juries for exhibitions should not consist of artists alone, but 
should have added connoisseurs or critics to their number. 

The Julius Rolshoven pictures were seen at the American Art Associ 
ation. This Detroit-born artist, now residing in London, is a man of 

many moods, and some of these are provoking. The excellence of much 
of his work bespeaks talent, the sorry-looking breaks he makes at other 
times are annoying. He often lacks spontaneousness. like in the portrait of his mother, of Mrs. E. L. D. and L. L. A., of Mr. A. Rolshoven; then, again, he is crude, as in the portrait of H. A. R. Yet in the large nude, "La Venera Bruna," he announces good parts, as in the portrait of his wife; his pastel work is generally excellent, his color sense well 
developed and subtle. 

The drawings, filling an upper gallery, are scarcely worth mentioning, as they belong to the studio portfolio, not to a public exhibition. 

An uncommonly interesting exhibition is now seen at the same place of a large number of watercolors by living Japanese artists. The pecu liar style of Japanese painting on silk, which does not allow erasing, scratching or rewashing, requires every stroke of the brush to be accu rate. The artist must know exactly what he wants to do, and be able to do it the first time. This accounts somewhat for the finnicky man ner of execution. The principal characteristics of Japanese art show remarkable inventive power, harmonious color and careful drawing. For lovers of Oriental art, this exposition is of rare value. 

The suggestion made by the Mayor of New York to place the new building of the Academy of Design in one of the parks is amateurish. The only parks available for such a building are Van Cordlandt Park or Bronx Park-enough then said. It is gratifying, however, to notice that the IIoth street site may yet be given up. The Academy cannot afford to establish itself there. Why not wait a little while? The energetic labors of the committee of which J. Carroll Beckwith. is chairman have already produced gratifying results, and if a new site be chosen somewhere between 34th and 59th streets and plans for a build ing are in tangible shape there is no doubt but that wealthy art patrons will step forward to aid the Academy and encourage it for its recent manifestations of renewed vigor. A maintenance fund of $Ioo,ooo is almost collected, which will leave that amount to be added to the building fund. 
*. * *. . 

Boston's Museum of Fine Arts is to leave Copley square and a new building sufficiently large and better fitted for the display of the collec tions than the present will be erected at the Fens in the Back Bay district. Some twelve acres of land have been purchased. The many 
disadavantages of the present building have been frequently enumer ated, and past experience will be utilized for the creation of a museu-im building that is perfect in every detail. As the Boston Museum is la private corporation and not under municipal or State control it may lie expected that all plans will be carried out without the hamperi'ig barnacles of "influence" and personal considerations so often detf mental to the usefulness of like institutions. 
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The Salmagundi Club will open its annual black and white exhibition 
on the evening of Tuesday. Jan. 26. As formerly, a prize of $125. given 
by Samuel T. Shaw, will be awarded for the best contribution, to be voted upon by the artists present. Works which have been reproduced for illustrations are not received. The committee in charge is com 
posed of the following: Bruce Crane, Charles E. Proctor, William 
Verplanck Birney, Theodore Howe, Thompson Willing, secretary. 

The year starts in with a rush for important book sales. Bangs & Co. have slated one for every day from the 4th to the I2th inst., in which 
somiie exceptionally good lots are found. From the 8th to the IIth the 
books and pamphlets of the stock of the late Edward W. Nash come up. 
There is something to mouse for lovers of Americana. 

Dr. Tames P. Haney, supervisor of manual training in the public 
schools of Manhattan and the Bronx, has introduced a practical, and if 
properly carried out, most telling form of art instruction. The plan is 
to study critically noted paintings. To this end a series of seventy 
half-tone reproductions will be distributed among the various grades, and once a month a picture will be taken up and the story it tells as 
well as the artistic value of it will be explained to the scholars. 
Wisely a selection has been made principally from the pictures in the 
Metropolitan Museum, as those interested will then be able to apply 
their instruction to the originals. 

The following pictures have, therefore, been selected: 
LePage's "Jeanne d'Arc," Dupr6's "Balloon," Rosa Bonheur's 

"Horse Fair," Francois Bonheur's "Cows," Schenck's "Lost," Leutze's 
"Washington Crossing the Delaware," Rousseau's "Edge of the 

Woods," Marchal's "Morning in Alsace," Parton's "Evening on the 
Harlem River," Inness' "Autumn Oaks," Von Brozik's "Columbus at 
the Court of Spain," Baixeras's "Boatman of Barcelona,"- Mauve's 
"Autumn," C. Y. Turner's "Bridal Procession," Schreyer's "Arabs," 
Lambert's "Cats," Knaus's "Holy Family," "Shepherdess," by. Le 
Rolle; "Aurora," by Reni; "Jeanne d'Arc." by Le Page; "Autumn 
Oaks," by Inness; "The Angelus," by Millet; the "Mona Lisa" of 
Da Vinci, the "Temeraire" of .Turner, the "Sower'.' of Millett, the 
"Spring" of Corot, and Raphael's "Madonna of the Chair." 

A notable addition will be made to the New York Public Library 
by the establishment of a department of prints to cover the entire 
range of the graphic arts. The initial gift to this department is the 

well-known collection of the engraved works of Asher B. Durand, 
numbering more than three hundred pieces. A hall in the Lenox Li 
brary will be set apart for this department which in course of time may 
equal in interest the famous collection of the British Museum, the 
Prentencabinet at Amsterdam, the National Library in Paris and the 
Berlin Museum. 

One of the most important art institutions in this country, in the 
near future, will be located in Cleveland, Ohio. As reports have been 
heard casting reflections on the management of the various funds, I 
am pleased to append herewith an authoritative statement, procured 
through the secretary of the Cleveland Art Museum Association, Mr. 

Hermon A. Kelley. He writes: 
"The various funds which have been bequeathed to the cause of art 

in Cleveland will aggregate, when all has become available, somewhere 
in the neighborhood of two millions of dollars. The principal givers, 
up to this time, have been Horace Kelley. Hinman B. Hurlbut and John 
Huntington, all of whom made large bequests in their wills for the 
foundation of an Art Museum and School. To this list should also 
be added the name of J. H. Wade. Jr., who has given lands the esti 
mated value of which is from $go.ooo to $ioo.ooo, adjoining Wade Park 
in this city, as a site for the museum. There have also been some minor 
bequests. 

"Recently the Cleveland Art Museum Association has been incorpo 
rated under the laws of Ohio for the purpose of taking over or assum 
ing the management of the various funds above referred to. The funds 
provided for art purposes are, as yet. only partially available. The Hor 
ace Kelley estate, valued at from $400.000 to $500,000, will soon be 
turned over to the Art Museum Association, and some part of the Hunt 
ington bequest will also become available at an early date. The Hurlbut 
bequest cannot, however, be used during the life of Mrs. Hurlbut. It 
is the intention of the Art Museum Association, as soon as enough of 
.the funds in question have been placed in -its hands, to secure plans 
for a very extensive institution, one that will take care of all the needs 
of the future. For the present only a part of the building will prob 
ably be erected, but a general plan will be adopted which will make ad 
ditions possible as the growth of the institution may require.. In addi 
tion to the gifts of money above referred to. a considerable number of 
pictures and other works of art have been donated and are only awaiting 
the erection of the building to be placed permanently on exhibition. It 
is impossible to predict at the present -time just when the work of build 
iny will be commenced, but it is hoped that Cleveland will have an Art 

Museum within two or three years at the latest." 

Messrs. J. & R. Lamb have in hand some important mosaic work for Cornell University, of which the preliminary studies, besides some glass work, have been put on view at their studios. 

In a late number of The Rider and Driver there appeared a letter to 
the Horse Show Association from Sculptor H. K. Bush-Brown, in which he suggests that a sculptor's prize be offered for breeders of horses, and he offers to make for the winner of this prize a bronze statuette portrait of the stallion which shall have sirea the greatest number of prize 

winners, either exhibited by him personally or nominated in the entries as of his breeding. 
Mr. Bush-Brown is an enthusiastic lover of the horse, and he calls in his letter attention to the neglect wherewith the breeder is treated, while the breeder, after all, should receive the greatest honor as the first producer of the good horse. The plastic form in which he suggests the prize to be put is likewise a sensible thought, to be preferred to the selection of unmeaning medals and cups. 

Recent statements and innuendoes as to the favoritism shown in the award of the commission for the Lafayette Monument in Paris to Paul 
Bartlett have drawn forth an official denial from the Secretary of the 
Lafayette Monument Commission. The letter is signed by Robert J. Thompson of Chicago, and advance copies are furnished to the press. 
Mr. Thompson says that on Nov. 7, i898, the commissioners asked 
twelve of the most eminent sculptors of the United States as to the ad 
visability of having a competition, and the consensus of opinion was 
against competition. Among these sculptors were St. Gaudens, Ward, French, Bartlett, Niehaus, Partridge, Bitter and Bush-Brown. When 
it was found that the best sculptors did not approve of a competition, and would not enter one, an expert jury "composed of the highest 
authorities in America" in art was selected (Messrs. J. Q. A. Ward, George B. Post, and John La Farge), and these gentlemen consented 
to act as such jury. "Upon the recommendation of this jury of Mr. 

Paul Wayland Bartlett, as a sculptor eminently qualified to execute the 
work to the satisfaction of both the American and the French people, the commission for the work was awarded to him; the designs for the 
monument and the amount of money to be paid therefor to be subject to the approval and recommendation of the American council and jury." 

After reciting the successive steps regarding the acceptance of the de 
sign by the French authorities, and the changes that were necessitated in 
the plans for the pedestal and the allegorical groups (resulting in the 
retirement of George Grey Barnard as collaborator with Mr. Bartlett, and the substitution of Thomas Hastings for Henry F. Hornbosel as 
architect), the Secretary of the Commission goes on to state that the 
monument will be one of the largest, if not the largest equestrian figure 
in the world. It is proposed to use an alloy of silver and gold in the 
bronze casting to refine and beautify it; also, if possible, to cast the 
entire figure by the lost wax process. The pedestal- will be of colored 
marble, Colleoni style, with rich bronze architectural ornaments. A 
staff reproduction of the entire monument will be specially erected for 
the purpose of dedication on the Fourth of July, I9oo, United States 

Day at the Paris Exposition. It is not known what the cost of all the 
work in connection with the monument will be, but each payment, as 
before stated, will be subject to the approval and control of the expert 
council and jury. The fund on hand is $Ioo,ooo. It is estimated that a 
considerable premium will be secured by the sale of the Lafayette dol 
lars. It is hoped that this will be sufficient to cover the entire expense. 

"The power of line composition," said Russell Sturgis, recently, in 
Scribner's Magazine, "is not very rare, except in its very highest mania 
festation, it is almost like correct spelling, necessary, but deserving -no 
special remark. But when it is said of any picture that it is a piece 
of coloring of highest or almost the highest rank, there has been 
said of it the utmost that can be said of a work of graphic art. It is 
not claimed that color is essentially greater or nobler than form, but 
that color is the graphic artist's especial domain, in which he alone can 
rule; and further, that color is peculiarly artistical, ideal, abstract, and 
in this way loftier. Is it possible for the mind of man to conceive of 
anything more perfect, more remote from and, in a sense, superior to, 
whatever else there is in the world of humanity than a color composi 
tion of the highest quality? There is only one product of .the human 

mind which can be compared with it; a musical composition of the 
highest class. a symphony of Beethoven alone, can be compared to a 
great composition by Titian. That such a color-gift and such a color 
purpose are to be seen in all of Mr. La Farge's work alike would be 
hardly too much to say. The touch of the consummate colorist is not 
evident; but is as discoverable by one who knows how to look, in'a piece 
of nature study from Fiji, six inches square, as it is in a large composi 
tion of saints and angels. The disposition and power to give to tinted 
paper a glow. the radiance, the wealth and charm of that strange and 
inexplicable thing, the mingling of tints into a resulting color scheme 
these are in small work the same thing essentially that they are in large." 
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